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Drawing Data from Multiple Sample 
Refer to handout/session-‐1-‐preamble.pdf for a refresher about file organization, commands 
and common errors. 

Circos is agnostic to what data means. Tracks are defined by their encoding (scatter plot, 
heatmap, histogram, etc) and not by what their data represents (expression, coverage, etc). 

Likewise, Circos has no concept of “sample”—you simply read data from different files or 
extract it from different parameters, which might be named using a sample name. 

In other words, instead of asking “How do I draw SNPs in Circos?” you have to rephrase the 
question. “What kind of track should I use to encode SNPs?” and then “How do I draw that 
kind of track.” The two questions are different. The first one is about how to visually 
conceptualize your data—this is the harder of the two. The second is a technical.  

It’s entirely up to you how to encode your data and what to show. I hope that these lessons will 
give you an idea of what is possible. Keep in mind that they represent one of the many ways in 
which these data can be shown. These are not the “right” answers. They’re just “one of the” 
answers. 

Switch to Session 2 Lesson 1 directory and follow along. 

>	  cd	  ~/circos/session/2/1

Make the requested changes to the configuration file. Each time, create an image by running 
Circos.   

>	  circos	  
>	  eog	  circos.png	  
#	  now	  edit	  files	  as	  required	  and	  recreate	  the	  image	  
>	  eog	  circos.png	  
#	  when	  done	  with	  the	  lesson,	  go	  to	  the	  next	  one	  
>	  cd	  ../2	  

IN CASE OF PANIC 
Stay calm. 

These lessons aren’t meant to be trivial. But they’re also not meant to be impossible. If you can’t 
figure something out (but try first!), just ask. 

I encourage you to work with your neighbor.  

And if everything is very easy for you and you’re bored then look for bugs in the source code.  
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Lesson 1 – Highlights 
Examine data/lm.gene.conf. This file was created from the GFF file. Notice that each gene has 
several parameters (e.g. description). We’ll be using these values via the var() function. 

>	  cat	  ../../../data/lm.gene.txt	  
LmxM.07	  425833	  429915	  LmxM.07.0880	  
type=gene,strand=+,ID=LmxM.07.0880,Name=LmxM.07.0880,description=protein+kinase%2C
+putative,size=4083,web_id=LmxM.07.0880,locus_tag=LmxM.07.0880,size=4083,Alias=322
488462,401415487,LmxM07.0880,LmxM.07.0880,LmxM07.0880.1,LmxM07.0880.1:pep	  

You can use a type=highlight plot to draw regions.  

 

Note the use of the dims() function to specify the inner and outer radii of the track by directly 
referring to the ideogram radius.  

COLOR WITH TRANSPARENCY 
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When drawing regions that overlap in the image, it’s best to use colors with transparency so 
that the tone of the color reflects the density of elements. Change the color to include a 
transparency suffix  

fill_color	  =	  black_a4	  

The _a4 indicates a color (e.g. black) that is 66% transparent. The exact value depends on the 
system parameter auto_alpha_steps (default 5). A color with suffix _aN will be 
100*N/(auto_alpha_steps+1) transparent (e.g. green_a2, red_a4, etc). 

 

RULES SELECTING DATA POINTS BY PARAMETER VALUE 
Toggle the use of the rules by setting 

<rules>	  
use	  =	  yes	  	  

The var(description) function references the description parameter in the input file. 
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Data points are drawn in order of their z value (default 0). By setting z>0, data points can be 
drawn on top of others. By setting the red highlights to have z=5 they are drawn on top of the 
black ones. When drawing small regions, it’s a good idea to draw important values last to avoid 
them being obscured by other data points.  
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Lesson 2 – Heatmaps 
The expression values for each sample (ah063 ... ah066) are in separate files (e.g. 
data/lm.exp.ah063.txt)  

LmxM.01	  42656	  44968	  3	  gene=LmxM.01.0180	  
LmxM.01	  55167	  56171	  24	  gene=LmxM.01.0220	  
LmxM.01	  60622	  63405	  174	  gene=LmxM.01.0240	  
LmxM.01	  69317	  69640	  3112	  gene=LmxM.01.0270	  
LmxM.01	  71022	  72266	  1	  gene=LmxM.01.0280	  

A separate track is used to draw a heatmap of expression values.  

 

The <<include>> directive is used to assign the same set of rules for each heatmap track. Keep 
an eye out for common parameters in blocks in subsequent lessons—which do you think would 
be more convenient to include with this mechanism?  

Edit the rules.heatmap.conf file to turn the rules on by setting use=yes in the <rules> block. 
Notice that the z value assigned the expression value. Why? 
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Lesson 3 – Floating Histograms 
Floating histograms are a type of histogram in which the base of the bin is not always zero. 

type	  	  =	  histogram	  
float	  =	  yes	  

Each data point is expected to have a value as well as a valuebase. 

 

Uncomment the line that turns on the float parameter. 

 

Look at the <rules> block for the histogram.  

condition	  =	  1	  
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value	  	  	  	  	  =	  eval(sqrt(var(exp_max)))	  
valuebase	  =	  eval(sqrt(var(exp_min)))	  
#flow	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  continue	  
</rule>	  

The base of the bin is set to the square root of the minimum value across the samples. The top of 
the bin is set to the square root of the maximum value. Both of these are parameters for each 
data point—look in data/lm.exp.txt to verify this. 

LmxM.01	  27727	  28314	  LmxM.01.0110	  
exp_ah063=72,exp_ah064=117,exp_ah065=127,exp_ah066=212,exp_min=72,exp_max=212,exp_
avg=132,exp_range=140,exp_minah=ah063,exp_maxah=ah066	  
LmxM.01	  35671	  35919	  LmxM.01.0140	  
exp_ah063=199,exp_ah064=858,exp_ah065=1130,exp_ah066=2034,exp_min=199,exp_max=2034
,exp_avg=1055.25,exp_range=1835,exp_minah=ah063,exp_maxah=ah066	  
LmxM.01	  39931	  41277	  LmxM.01.0170	  
exp_ah063=11,exp_ah064=30,exp_ah065=21,exp_ah066=41,exp_min=11,exp_max=41,exp_avg=
25.75,exp_range=30,exp_minah=ah063,exp_maxah=ah066	  

Why do you think the square root is being used here? What is an alternative? 

Since this rule triggers for every data point (condition is always true), other rules don’t get a 
chance to run. Remember that a rule chain short-circuits at the first rule that passes. 

Uncomment the flow parameter to continue applying the other rules. 

 

TRACK BACKGROUND COLORS 
Finally, turn on the background for the histogram track. Can you guess how to do that? Try 
other colors for the background strips. 
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Look at the <heatmap> blocks. Notice that they’ve been adjusted—there is now a sample 
parameter defined. Look in etc/heatmap.conf and follow the <<include>> directive to see how 
this parameter is used in the rules. Can you figure it out? Hint: the conf() function when used 
as conf(.,parameter) returns the value of the parameter in the current block (or parent block, if 
the parameter is inherited). 

Notice how all the tracks are using the same input file, using different parameters from each 
data point.  
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Lesson 4 – Scatter Plot 
Look in data/lm.exp.txt again. Notice that in addition to the expression value for each sample, 
the minimum, maximum, average and range are also included. As well, the names of the 
samples at which the minimum and maximum is found.  

 

Look carefully through the configuration file. Notice the show=no parameter in the <plots> 
block. Why is only one track shown? Hint: parameters are inherited. 

Look at the rules that the track includes. What is the value that is being plotted? Which data 
points are not shown? Notice that some rules don’t get a chance to be tested because the second 
rule triggers for all data points. Uncomment the flow parameter line. 

 

Are all rules being tested now? Carefully scan the rule chain. Why doesn’t any data point reach 
the 6th rule (the one with tag=fade)? Make the appropriate changes to turn on all rules. Hint: 
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same as you did above. What is the purpose of the last two rules? What does the _a5 in the color 
name do? 

COLLAPSING A SCATTER PLOT 
Now change the r1 value in the scatter track that is being shown to r1=0.92. Now it is the same 
as the r0 value. What do you think will happen? Turn on the display of the other three scatter 
point tracks by setting their show=yes.  Also try using a larger glyph_size=12. 

 

Make sure you understand what is being shown here. The scatter plot track is being used more 
like an icon display, since its radial extent has been compressed to a single circle. What other 
track type does this remind you of? 

The purpose of the other rules is to draw a point only when the track’s sample matches the 
minimum or maximum expression value across samples. What questions do these tracks allow 
you to answer quickly? Does ah063 (inner track) look different from the other samples? What 
differences do you see? 

Turn on the display for all the tracks defined so far.  
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Lesson 5 – Resampling Data 
Data from very small regions may be difficult to discern in your image. Refer to the handout on 
resolution for details. Essentially, you cannot hope to resolve a 1kb gene on a figure that shows 
a 1 Gb genome. 

CIRCOS TOOLS 
Circos comes with several tools ($CIRCOS/tools) to help you process data. These tools help you 
create other data files that are used as inputs to tracks.  

Here, we’ll count how many genes there are in 25 kb bins. Run the resample script on the 
expression data 

>	  cd	  ~/circos/course/data	  
>	  cat	  lm.exp.txt	  |	  $CIRCOS/tools/resample/bin/resample	  –bin	  25000	  -‐count	  

What do you think the output represents?  

Look in etc/circos.conf. You’ll see that a new track has been added that uses the output of the 
resampling script (I’ve generated the file for you already). 

<plot>	  
show	  =	  yes	  
type	  =	  histogram	  
file	  =	  conf(datadir)/gene.count.txt	  
r1	  	  	  =	  1r+100p	  
r0	  	  	  =	  1r	  
fill_color	  =	  black	  
</plot>	  

Draw the image. Something doesn’t look right. 
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Since the histogram is drawn outside of the ideograms things no longer fit. 

CHANGING POSITION OF IDEOGRAMS 
Look in etc/ideogram.conf and follow the <<include>> directive to the 
ideogram.position.conf. Change the radius as requested and redraw the image. 

 

Look in etc/ticks.conf and notice the new parameters that have been added to extend the 
ticks and move them further from the ideogram. 

Finally, turn on the display of all other tracks 
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Lesson 6 – Drawing Ideogram Regions 
In this lesson we’ll look at another way of comparing expression values across samples. We’ll 
use the minimum and maximum values across samples for each gene as the basis for a track 
and drawn on top of this range the expression for a given sample. 

This is a more challenging example, but you should be able to work through it if there is enough 
time in this session. When you create the image, you’ll see a single track. 

 

This is sample ah066. The radial lines represent the extent of the expression values across 
samples (min to max) and the point represents this sample’s expression value. The color of the 
point is determined by where this sample’s expression falls within the range (red if close to 
max, blue if close to min). 

For now, don’t worry about the quick and hide parameters.  

Follow the first track 

<plot>	  
hide*	  =	  no	  
sample	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  ah066	  
r1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  0.99r	  
r0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  0.80r	  
<<include	  minmax.conf>>	  
</plot>	  

and its included file minmax.conf	  

hide	  	  	  =	  conf(quick)	  
type	  	  	  =	  histogram	  
float	  	  =	  yes	  
color	  	  =	  grey	  
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<<include	  rules.minmax.conf>>	  

This is the floating histogram. Look at the rules.minmax.conf, which are similar to what you’ve 
already seen for the floating histogram in a previous lesson. 

<rules>	  
<<include	  rules.cutoff.conf>>	  
<rule>	  
condition	  =	  1	  
value	  	  	  	  	  =	  eval(sqrt(var(exp_max)))	  
valuebase	  =	  eval(sqrt(var(exp_min)))	  
flow	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  continue	  
</rule>	  
</rules>	  

As before, the square root of the minimum and maximum expression value is being used. 
Finally, check out what the rules.cutoff.conf file is importing 

<rule>	  
condition	  =	  var(exp_range)	  <	  conf(exp_range_cutoff)	  
show	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  no	  
</rule>	  

Note the exp_range_cutoff parameter at the top of circos.conf. See how it’s being used here to 
suppress the display of some data points? Why might it be better to have this parameter in 
circos.conf rather than embedded directly in this rule? 

Change exp_range_cutoff=2500. What happens? How can you set this parameter on the 
command line? Hint: use –param	  exp_range_cutoff=NEWVALUE. Try it!  

 

Now look at the second <plot> block. This is the one that defines the scatter plot. 
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<plot>	  
hide*	  =	  no	  
sample	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  ah066	  
r1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  0.99r	  
r0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  0.80r	  
<<include	  minmax.scatter.conf>>	  
</plot>	  

Notice that it’s almost identical as the histogram track (e.g. same position) but it imports a 
different file, minmax.scatter.conf. 

hide	  =	  conf(quick)	  
type	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  scatter	  
glyph_size	  	  	  =	  10	  
stroke_color	  =	  grey	  
stroke_thickness	  =	  1	  
<<include	  rules.minmax.scatter.conf>>	  
<<include	  axes.conf>>	  

The interesting part of this rule is where the color is defined based on how the value of the track 
relates to the min/max range. 

<<include	  rules.cutoff.conf>>	  
<rule>	  
condition	  =	  1	  
value	  	  	  	  	  =	  eval(sqrt(var(exp_conf(.,sample))))	  
flow	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  continue	  
</rule>	  
<rule>	  
condition	  =	  1	  
color	  	  	  	  	  =	  eval(sprintf(	  
	  "rdbu-‐4-‐div-‐%d",remap_int((var(value)**2-‐var(exp_min))/var(exp_range),0,1,4,1)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ))	  
z	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  eval(var(value))	  
</rule>	  
</rules>	  
	  

Circos has a few utility functions that are helpful in rules. One such function is 

remap_int(X,XMIN,XMAX,TARGETMIN,TARGETMAX)	  

which remaps X from a range XMIN–XMAX to an integer in the range TARGETMIN–TARGETMAX. The 
mapping is linear. What quantity is remap_int acting on? What value is 0 mapped to? What 
value is 1 mapped to? What is the position of the point with respect to the min/max bar in these 
cases? 

The rdbu-‐4-‐div-‐N string is a color name. The color palette is rdbu-‐4-‐div (4 color diverging rdbu 
palette—refer to the color handout) and the color index is N=1...4. What color corresponds to 
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N=1? What about N=4? Look at the color of the points in the image—can you figure out how this 
mapping works? Why is var(value) being squared here (var(value)**2)? Hint: red points (N=1) 
at max and blue points (N=4) at min. 

Finally, set quick=no and create the image. 

 

The other three samples are now drawn. Look how different ah063 (inner track) appears! 

If you have time, try to figure out how the quick parameter is being used. This is a parameter 
that I have defined in the configuration file for the purpose of this image—it is not a core Circos 
parameter. Hint: it’s being used to set the hide parameter for each track, except the first two, 
which have hide*=no. What’s the * for? What happens if you remove the *? 


